
 

 

Robert Campbell, Jr. 
Sebastapol, CA 

 

Date of Death  April 11, 2017 

Robert Campbell Watson, Jr. died on April 11, 2017.  He entered 
Dartmouth from Radnor (Pennsylvania) High School, majored in history, 
and was a member of Delta Tau Delta and Dragon.  He participated in 
Navy ROTC and was commissioned upon graduation.   

Following graduation, he married Ann Killgore, the sister of a Dartmouth 
classmate and fraternity brother.  In 1962, after serving in the Navy, Robert 
(as he preferred to be called later in life) joined IBM and worked for that 
company in sales for about 15 years out of offices in Northern New Jersey, 
Mexico and San Francisco.   

A sense of restlessness, which had begun a number of years earlier, led 
him to leave IBM in 1977.  He and Ann, with their two sons, moved to 
Hanover where he purchased (from founder Lou Brisette) Lou’s 
Restaurant.  Robert owned and operated the restaurant until 1993.  Ann, 
who had established a therapy practice in the Hanover area, died in 1988.  
Following Ann’s death and the sale of Lou’s Restaurant five years later, 
Robert continued to follow a “less traveled” and varied path, which included 
two marriages/divorces and the ownership of a general store in Walpole, 
New Hampshire.   

He leaves his two sons, Robert D’84 and Duncan, and three grandchildren.  
His two sons composed the tribute which accompanies this obituary.   

 

        *     *     * 

 

His sons wrote the following piece about their father entitled “Celebrating 
an Outlaw” . . .  



 

 

We just lost our beloved father, dad, papacito, who left us suddenly, but 
peacefully, in California on Tuesday, April 11th. We believe that the cause 
of death was complications from diabetes. 
 
Bobby, Bob-o, Bob, Robert ...We all knew him by different names at 
different times as he marched through life to his own drummer. But we also 
knew him as a touchstone for doing what was right, or at least giving it his 
best shot when things didn’t always work out, as it so often happens in real 
life. 
 
Robert, as he wished to be known for the last 20 years, looked at life as a 
dance and was constantly seeking that effortless flow. As he raised us and 
mentored young Watsons, Robert constantly showed everyone the beauty 
of the dance and urged us to ‘keep our knees bent’ as life happened. 
 
Robert was old-fashioned in a good way, preferring the connection of the 
contemplated written word to the quick email or phone call. He was 
completely present when you were with him; what you were saying was 
important to him. He wanted to connect - deeply. In these days of sound 
bites and limited attention spans, he was not a multi-tasker. He focused 
and he made you feel important. 
 
Piercing blue eyes flashing with humor and mischief, Robert was fiercely 
charming to a fault. He glided through life with feline grace and, seemingly, 
with more than 9 lives. Robert didn’t worry too much, because he trusted 
that the universe would provide. This Man, who in many ways lived a 
storybook life, but who also was no stranger to tragedy, always managed to 
land on his feet and he frequently expressed wonder and gratitude for 
having such a charmed life. 
 
Robert was an idealist who constantly saw the good in people and who 
often gave them more chances than they may have deserved. But we have 
to believe that, like the butterfly whose flapping wings in the Amazon 
eventually cause a hurricane in the northern hemisphere, Robert’s radical 
confidence in the goodness of people has radiated far afield of the places 
he’s been and the people he touched. 
 
A dreamer who sought heaven on earth, Robert struggled to realize his 
vision in the things he did and even when the going was hard, he sought to 
do it the right way, costs be damned. Sometimes the cost of realizing his 



 

 

dreams was ignoring other valid visions or needs and perspectives different 
from his own, but after ‘sitting with it’ for a while, he would always find a 
way to let you know that he had heard you. 
 
Our father conveyed many important life lessons. One hallmark was he 
allowed his sons to develop a sense of adventure early on. The simple 
pleasures he shared with us - eating a tree-ripened peach, harvesting 
asparagus from the garden, hiking in the mountains - instilled a love of 
nature and an appreciation for the abundance with which we are all so 
blessed. 
 
Even as an adult, losing a parent can be like hurtling through a dark, and 
seemingly bottomless well. But just when you feel as though you are about 
to hit the rocky floor, you find yourself cushioned by a lifetime of safety nets 
built with loving hands that appear unexpected and just when you need 
them. 
 
Rob & Duncan Watson 
 


